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We are entering an era where machine can learn almost anything and do it better than humans. Textiles are becoming smarter with embedded sensors which can track a large number of biomarkers. Health monitoring systems are getting connected to the cloud providing rich source of data. Virtual Reality experiences are becoming hyper realistic enabling factory workers train virtually and perform remote diagnostics using augmented reality. Expensive defence simulators are getting replaced by virtual simulators at a fraction of the cost. Can we weave together all these trends and convert your clothing to be your personalized AI health and fitness coach? Can we move from the era of Machine Learning to the era of Machine teaching where machines become so smart they can analyze and correlate multiple data and provide you with real and virtual challenges to help you reach your true potential. Can we provide 24x7 real time tracking and feedback to provide personalized recommendations to you based on objective data collected from similar demographics? This talk will explore the exciting possibilities that the era of Machine Teaching opens up by weaving together fashion, fitness, AI, AR/VR and IoT to create an AI trainer which can be used by both entreprise and consumer.
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